
Wendy’s Little Inklings 
2017-2018 Annual Catalogue corrections   

Page # Item(s) Description

4 In the Regals Collection, the colour swatch for Garden Green 
is incorrect.  

11 145387 The Soft Sayings Card Kit Refill does NOT include a clear 
stamp block.    The text should read as follows: Includes 

everything from the Soft Sayings Card Kit - minus the stamp 
set, ink, clear stamp block, and box - so you can create 20 

cards.

27 143858 
143861 
144466

The wrong coordinating circle punch is listed.  This set 
coordinates with the 1-3/8” Circle Punch, not the 1-3/4” Circle 

Punch. 

73 The It’s Your Birthday sample uses bows from the Balloon 
Pop-Up Thinlits Dies (in the 2017 Occasions Catalogue), 

which retired May 31.

87, 188 144110 The photos for the Whole Lot of Lovely Designer Series Paper 
shows the two centre papers with the wrong designs on the 

back.  The black paper with the bold flowers should be shown 
with the multicolour stripe design on the back, and the green 

paper with white leaves should be shown with the pink and 
white flowers on the back.

92 143666 
144385

The shading showing the die coordination is missing from 
some of the images.  

201 141979 The measurement for the Embossing Paste is incorrect.  It 
should be 4 fl. oz. to indicate measurement of volume, not 

weight.

205 131375 The Stampin’ Trimmer Replacement Mat includes two 
replacement mats, instead of one listed.

223 143767 Some of the images in the Tranquil Tulips Stamp set artwork 
are sized incorrectly.

231 Page 231 of the Canadian catalogue (English version) show 
incorrect prices.  An adhesive correction sticker is included 

with the catalogue, showing the correct pricing.



If you have any questions regarding the items above, or need to have correct 
artwork sent to you, please send me an e-mail and I will be happy to provide 

what’s needed. 

Don’t forget:  you can earn Flamingo Rewards for purchases 
over $50 (before shipping/tax) 

Stampin’ Up! Independent Demonstrator 
Wendy Fee 

wendy@wendyslittleinklings.com 

905-655-9347 (home) 
289-928-5713 (cell/text) 

www.wendyslittleinklings.com 

Shop Online 24/7 - click on the Shop button on my website  
Place a $50+ order (before shipping/tax), with the monthly Host 

Code and receive 10 free Project Helper Sheets
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